Boys and girls,
Be good!
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Evil falls into Hell.

...Have you ever heard of this?
It is said that bad ones get burnt in Hell. No matter how much they cry or shout, nobody comes to help them. Evil people get permanent torture from demons.

Such imagination is so horrible that you can’t stop getting shakes, can you?
Do you want to fall down into Hell?
Of course, you don’t!

Then you must divide good and evil, namely, good people and bad ones. Otherwise you can neither stand on the good side, nor fight against evil.
Now let’s divide people between good and evil. Please look below. Do you know who is good and who is bad?
Eh? You don’t know?
Hmm…, that’s bad. If you can’t answer this, you will never be good.
If you aren’t good, you will get burnt in Hell!
Oh, a great idea has just popped up!

Let’s ask someone with authority! Great men know everything!

This one, that one and those ones are evil.
Now it has been decided!
Now let’s tell the people who were classified as good, “You are good.”
Look, everyone who was told they were ‘good’ is smiling. They look very happy.
Wah! All the good people are coming to your side! They are saying they love you! It’s nice to become friends with good ones!
Now it’s the bad ones’ turn. Let’s tell the people who were classified as bad very kindly,

You, you and you are evil.
Uh-oh? It seems all of them are very upset!
Look! Everyone has gone to the other side.
Though we told them kindly, honestly and frankly! How bad they are!
Everyone has been divided into 2 sides.

This side

The other side
Within heart

You are bad people!

Oh no! It's terrible!
If we are bad, we would get burnt alive.

...Oh, I see! The reason why they told us such a nasty thing is because they are bad!

Within heart
It is you, who are bad.

Oh no!? They said we are bad! If we are bad, **we would get burnt alive.** How bad evil people can be!

We should tell them that they are evil, as we are very honest, good and kind.
Damn! We should hit them.
We are allies of justice so we must fight against evil!

Punch!

Wahoo! They are beating us. How bad they are!
We are allies of justice so we must bravely fight against evil!
Wahoo!? The bad ones hit us back!

...OK. We cannot negotiate with evil. We should stab them back with a knife.

This is the punch for justice!
Bad guys, go to Hell! We are the allies of justice!

They used a knife! How evil they are! We must fight against evil. We are the allies of justice!
Now we should drop the bombs and fire the missiles!
We must wipe off all evil! Kill, kill, kill!!
Oh my god・・・
Everyone has passed away.
When you divide people between good and evil, it seems they automatically start fighting each other.
If all the people in the world become aware of this, they can surely get along with each other better.

If so, how happy it would be!
Afterword

There are many illusions related to ‘good and evil’ type of thoughts. These illusions tend to cause various tragedies and accordingly millions people become sacrificed (Please refer to my book, *Good and Evil Addiction*).

I have written this picture book with this illusion as the theme, aiming to reduce these tragedies. If you empathize with this picture book, we would appreciate it if you could show them to your family and friends.

You can freely make copies of (download/print/distribute) this picture book, so long as you do not get any monetary gains. Obtaining profit/money from this book is strictly prohibited except under our written agreement.

You can also download other picture books and messages written by Jun Togo from the web below.

www.peace-picturebook.org
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